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Steps for 
knitting 
brioche on 
a double 
bed 
machine



Single 
Bed 
Machine 
Knit 
Brioche



Equipment Required for Single Bed Brioche

Note Needle Arrangement



Step 1:
Make a slip knot 

around the crochet 
hook.

Step 2:
Wrap the working end of 

the yarn around the 
knitting needle, and pull 

it through the loop on 
the hook.

Step 3:
One cast on stitch on 
your needle. Repeat.

Provisional Cast On Around a Fat Needle

Continue to repeat 
step until the desired 
number of stitches 
have been cast on.



Step 1:
Crochet cast on 
around a larger 

needle

Step 2:
Divide Even and Odd 

stitches between 2 
smaller needles

Step 3:
Stitches shown on 2 

smaller needles

Dividing Odd & Even Stitches Between Two Needles



19 stitches from odd 
number needle are hung 

on machine

Several rows are knit in 
back side yarn.

Stitches are being 
removed onto smaller 

circular needle.

Hanging stitches on machine and knitting back side color.



Back side yarn removed 
onto circular knitting 
needles (with orange 
cap), before rotation.

Knitting rotated 180 before 
rehanging on machine. 
Stitches on needle with 

green cap will be rehung 
on needles

Rotating Knitting to Rehang on Machine



A row has been knit Lifting up purl bumps 
prior to knitting row in 

front side yarn.

Lifting the Purl Bumps



Using the single eye 
transfer tool, cross two 

stitches.

You can see the stitches 
have been crossed in 

this image.

Lift the purl bumps over 
the crossed stitches.

Cabling the Front Side Stitches



Lattice Cable Pattern

Needles pulled forward slightly to check cable crosses.



Endless Cable 
Crossing 

Possibilities



Double sided cable transfers PLUS increasing and decreasing



Pattern by Making Paired Increases and Decreases

Hybrid vest knit by Alice, where 
the texture was by hand

Flat cables More Inspiration: https://www.pinterest.com/wyomingwolves13/brioche-knitting/

The future of Brioche on the Single Bed Machine!


